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Abstract

The presentation concerns the segregation of vocal noise by
means of linear predictive analysis of running speech.
Forward double linear predictive analysis has been proposed
earlier as a tool to isolate vocal noise from speech signals
produced by dysphonic speakers. Double linear predictive
analysis involves a short-term and a long-term prediction
stage. Long-term linear predictive analysis concerns the
prediction of the present speech cycle by means of past ones.
Problems with this analysis method are the following. The
short-term linear predictive analysis stage is less suited for
clinical analyses of speech, because the short-term linear
prediction error may not only increase with vocal noise but
also with speech and speaker properties that are not related to
vocal pathologies. Also, the long-term predictive analysis
stage focuses exclusively on the short-term prediction error,
discarding any vocal noise that remains in the short-term
predicted signal (that is, the weighted sum of past speech
samples). Finally, the forward long-term prediction error
comprises inflated error transients near the beginning of the
recording interval, as well as in the vicinity of the boundaries
between voiced and unvoiced speech sounds. The purpose of
the presentation is to show that these problems can be solved
by a forward and backward long-term predictive analysis of
speech, within which the short-term predictive analysis stage
can be omitted. A vocal noise cue is calculated that enables
comparing forward and bi-directional, as well as double and
long-term predictive analyses on a subset of sentences of the
“ il est sorti avant le jour” corpus.

1. Introduction

The presentation concerns the detection of vocal
dysperiodicities due to voice disorders. Voice disorders exist
when any acoustic aspect of the voice differs from the norm.
Generally speaking, a voice disorder is a symptom, which
indicates that there is an underlying organic or behavioural
laryngeal disorder [1]. The common observation of vocal
dysperiodicities in conjunction with voice disorders has led to
the development of speech analysis tools that obtain
numerical cues that summarize the amount of dysperiodicity
in voiced speech sounds. The most frequently analysed
speech segments are stationary fragments of sustained vowels,
i.e. [a] [2]. A reason for the selection of stationary vowel
fragments is that the signal processing involves the
measurement of the lengths and amplitudes of individual
speech cycles and that cycle omission and insertion errors

occur more frequently in speech signals that are not stationary
and that involve voiced as well as unvoiced speech sounds.
Another reason is that in the clinic the perceptual assessment
of disordered voices is mainly based on sustained vowels [a].

Clinicians have argued, however, that the analysis of
voiced speech sounds that include onsets and offsets, or the
analysis of voiced running speech may disclose voice
disorders more easily than stationary fragments [3,4]. Clinical
speech analysis tools that enable connected speech to be
analyzed are few, however [5,6]. Reference [5] concerns the
use of electroglottograms, with a view to clinical analyses of
running speech. Reference [6] is about short-term spectral
analyses of disordered speech. The computation of the
spectral noise cues is based on a segregation of the pseudo-
harmonics from the inter-harmonics. However, the cues so
obtained do not always evolve proportionally to the amount
of spectral noise, because of erroneous detections or
omissions of pseudo-harmonics that are small . Also, spectral
dysperiodicity cues are over-proportionally influenced by
frequency modulation noise, as well as by the vocal tract
transfer function [7,8].

A recent proposal enables analyzing noise in voiced
speech that is not pseudo-periodic or pseudo-stationary [9]. A
reason for the greater flexibilit y is that the signal analysis
does not rest on the hypothesis that the speech cycles can be
isolated reliably under all circumstances. The analysis relies
instead on the assumption that when the speech signal is
cyclic and when the cycle amplitudes change smoothly, the
present cycle can be predicted distally from the previous ones.
The long-term prediction is indeed performed over a distance
that minimizes the prediction error. This distance necessarily
agrees with the length of a glottal cycle or a multiple thereof
when the speech sound is voiced and pseudo-periodic. The
prediction is perfect when the speech signal is periodic. It is
less than perfect when the vocal noise increases. When the
speech segment is not voiced, the distance that minimizes the
long-term prediction error remains meaningful for
computational purposes, but it is not interpreted as a multiple
of the glottal cycle length. As a consequence, long-term
predictive analysis of speech can be performed for speech that
is voiced and unvoiced, as well as clean and noisy. Noise here
designates any unexpected or undesired departure from
periodicity. A desirable property of this so-called long-term
prediction of speech is that the long-term prediction error
(and therefore any vocal noise cue that is based on it) evolves
smoothly with the degree of dysperiodicity, and a feeble
increase in vocal noise causes only a feeble increase in the
prediction error, because of the linearity of the analysis.
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This long-term predictive analysis has originally been
developed for speech coding, in the framework of which it is
combined with conventional short-term linear prediction [10].
In [9], the long-term prediction is indeed not performed on
the speech signal per se, but on the prediction error of the
short-term linear predictive analysis, from which the long-
term predictive analysis ideally enables removing any
remaining cycle-to-cycle regularities.

In the context of clinical analyses of speech, possible
problems with this double (i.e. short-term and long-term)
linear predictive analysis are the following.  First, short-term,
i.e. conventional, linear predictive analysis has been
performed in the past with a view to the analysis of
disordered voices, but it has not been used widely [11]. The
reason is that the short-term prediction error is a modelli ng
error, which does not only increase with vocal noise, but
which may also grow owing to speech or speaker properties
that are unrelated to voice disorders [12]. The short-term
prediction error is indeed an artificial signal that reports on
the local adequacy of an all -pole signal model.

Second, the long-term prediction error obtained via
forward double linear prediction is inflated in the vicinity of
the beginning of the recording interval, as well as to the right
of the boundaries between speech sounds that are voiced and
unvoiced. A reason for this local increase of the long-term
prediction error is that the offset of the short-term prediction
error of a voiced speech sound cannot predict the onset of the
following one that is unvoiced, and vice versa. The
consequence is a spurious boost of the values of vocal noise
cues that are based on the forward double prediction error.
This boost is the more marked the more numerous are the
voiced/unvoiced transitions in the speech stream.

Third, in the context of double linear predictive analysis,
short-term linear prediction breaks up the present speech
sample x(n) into a weighted sum x’ (n) of past samples, and a
short-term prediction error e(n). Long-term predictive
analysis is then performed on the short-term prediction error
e(n) to isolate cycle-to-cycle dysperiodicities.
Dysperiodicities in the predicted sample x’ (n) (i.e. the
weighted sum) are ignored.

Consequently, to ease the clinical interpretation of long-
term predictive analysis, it would be desirable to base the
analyses of the vocal noise not on the short-term prediction
error, but on the speech signal directly. Therefore, we propose
to replace forward double predictive analysis of speech by
forward and backward long-term predictive analysis of
speech. The latter does not require the short-term linear
predictive analysis stage, which is less suitable for clinical
applications, but keeps the desirable properties of the original
proposal [9], i.e. the linearity, the abilit y to deal with
unvoiced as well as (clear and noisy) voiced speech, and the
removal of the detection of individual speech cycles, which is
prone to omission and insertion errors.

2. Analysis

Intuitively speaking, the solution of the problems posed by
the inabilit y to predict distally speech sounds across phonetic
boundaries, as well as the inabilit y of the conventional short-
term prediction error to capture vocal noise faithfully, is
based on a forward and backward long-term predictive
analysis of speech. The bi-directional li near predictive

analysis avoids the prediction across phonetic boundaries and
the concomitant inflation of the long-term prediction error
that is a cue of vocal noise. Indeed, in purely forward long-
term predictive analysis of speech, inflated prediction errors
are anticipated to occur when the onset of a speech sound is
predicted from the offset of the previous one across their
common phonetic boundary. Conversely, in purely backward
long-term predictive analysis of speech, inflated prediction
errors are anticipated to occur when the offset of a speech
sound is retrodicted from the onset of the following one
across their phonetic boundary. This is because long-term
prediction across phonetic boundaries is not possible in
general, owing to qualitative differences in timbre and
voicing to the left and right of the boundaries.

This would suggest that the offsets to the left and the
onsets to the right of phonetic boundaries are best predicted
and retrodicted respectively from the middle fragments of the
phonetic segments they are part of. This can be achieved by
performing forward and backward long-term linear predictive
analysis, and assigning the minimal long-term prediction error
to the vocal noise. The minimal bi-directional long-term
prediction error is indeed free of any boundary artefacts when
the phonetic segments are at least two cycles long. As a
consequence, bi-directional long-term linear predictive
analysis can be performed meaningfully on the speech signal
directly. The short-term linear predictive analysis stage is
therefore optional, rather than obligatory [15].

2.1. Short-term linear prediction

The purpose of this stage was to obtain the conventional
linear prediction error. Quantities x(n) and es(n) are the
discrete speech signal and short-term prediction error
respectively. Symbol N is the order of the linear model and
numbers a are the coeff icients of the linear prediction filter,
which were estimated via Burg’s method [13]. The signal
analysis was performed without overlap between adjacent
analysis windows whose length was equal to 10 ms. The filter
order was 24, the sampling frequency was 20 kHz.

es(n) � x(n) � aix (n � i )
i � 1

N�
             (1).

2.2. Long-term linear prediction

The purpose of this stage was to obtain the long-term linear
prediction error el(n), which is ideally free of any supra-cycle
correlation [9]. In the framework of forward long-term linear
prediction, el(n) is the error that is observed while predicting
distally the present signal fragment from the past fragment. In
the framework of bi-directional long-term linear prediction,
el(n) is the error that is observed while predicting distally the
present fragment from the past or future fragments, depending
on which prediction error was the smallest. Symbol y is the
short-term linear prediction error in the context of double
predictive analysis, and the speech signal in the context of
long-term predictive analysis. Weights b are the long-term
linear prediction coeff icients, which were calculated via
Burg’s method, after the long-term linear prediction model
had been reformulated in the framework of a lattice structure
[10]. The calculation was performed without overlap by
means of a rectangular window the length of which was equal
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to 2.5 ms. Parameter M was equal to 2, and symbol P was the
long-term prediction distance.

Distance P was fixed as follows. For a given analysis
window position, the correlation between the content of the
present analysis window and the content of a shifted window
was calculated for the inter-window lag varying between 2.5
and 20 ms. For a given lag, the correlation coefficient was the
scalar product of the lagged and un-lagged windowed signals,
divided by the windowed signal energy to compensate for
drifts in the signal amplitude. Distance P was assigned to the
lag for which the inter-window correlation was the highest.

el (n) � y (n ) � bi y(n � P � i )       (2)
i � 0

M�
.

2.3. Bi-directional long-term and bi-directional double
linear prediction

In the framework of bi-directional double linear predictive
analysis, the short-term linear prediction (1) was performed as
outlined above, followed by the forward long-term linear
prediction (2). The outcome was the forward double
prediction error, with inflated transients at the beginning of
the recording interval, and at the beginning of voiced
phonetic segments that were preceded by unvoiced ones (and
vice versa). This forward double prediction error was stored
for further processing. The short-term prediction error was
then time-reversed, that is, the last sample of the recording
interval became the first, and vice versa. Following that, a
second long-term linear predictive analysis was performed,
which was a backward prediction because of the time
reversal. Care was taken to position the mobile analysis
window at the same positions as during the forward
prediction. A second time reversal gave the backward
prediction error with large transients at the end of the
recording interval and near the offsets of voiced sounds that
were followed by unvoiced ones (and vice versa). The last
stage consisted in comparing the forward and backward
prediction errors, analysis window by analysis window, and
assigning the prediction error with the least energy to the
vocal noise.

Bi-directional long-term linear prediction (2) was also
performed on the speech signal directly, omitting short-term
prediction (1). The purpose was to compare forward to bi-
directional, and double to long-term linear predictive analysis
on a same set of speech signals.

2.4. Signal to noise ratio

A noise cue was computed on the base of the long-term
prediction error [9]. Symbol Np is the number of samples in
the recording interval. Symbol el is the long-term prediction
error obtained in the context of double or long-term
predictive analysis, and x is the speech signal.

SNR � 10log[

x
2

(n)
n � 1

N p�

el
2

(n)
n � 1

N p�

� 1]

2.5. Corpus

The corpus was a sub-set of the signals of the « Il est sorti
avant le jour » corpus spoken by one female speaker [14]. The
sub-set comprised the signals that were labelled « modal »,
« rough1 », « rough2 », « rough3 », and « whisper ». The
signals were perceived as increasingly hoarse in that order.
The latter was retained as an example of a signal that was
completely devoiced.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows from top to bottom, the speech signal
corresponding to the initial phonetic segments [il] of « il est
sorti avant le jour », labelled « modal »; the bi-directional
long-term prediction error (i.e. the vocal noise); and the
forward long-term prediction error. As expected, the forward
long-term prediction error displays an inflated error transient
at the beginning of the recording interval; also the onset of [l]
is ill-predicted from the offset of [i] (positions from circa
1600 to circa 1950).

Double and long-term, as well as bi-directional and
forward linear predictive analyses were performed on the sub-
set of 5 sentences. Table 1 displays their SNR values. Keep in
mind that noisy signals are expected to have smaller SNR
values than clean signals.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Table 1 shows that for the double as well as long-term
predictive analyses, the SNR values are larger for the bi-
directional than for the forward prediction. This increase is
the consequence of the removal of the inflated error
transients, unrelated to vocal noise, at the phonetic
boundaries, and at the beginning of the recording interval.

The increase was more marked for the long-term than for
the double prediction. This is expected, because double
prediction causes inflated error transients only at the
beginning of the recording interval, as well as at the
boundaries between voiced and unvoiced phonetic segments.
The reason is that short-term predictive analysis removes or
decreases inter-segment differences due to timbre. The
analysed sentences comprise two (phonologically) unvoiced
segments only, i.e. [s] and [t]. Voiced-unvoiced transients are
therefore few. In the case of forward long-term linear
predictive analysis of speech, however, inflated error
transients are expected to occur at any phonetic boundary.
Compared to the forward analysis, the increase of the SNR
values is therefore more marked for the bi-directional long-
term analysis than for the bi-directional double analysis.

Table 1 shows that the SNR values are higher in the case
of double than in the case of long-term linear predictive
analysis. A likely explanation is the one given in the
introduction section, i.e. the exclusive focus on the short-term
prediction error and the discarding of dysperiodicities with
the weighted sum of past speech samples in the case of
double linear predictive analysis.

Table 1 also shows that although the SNR values are
larger (i.e. reporting less noise than anticipated) in the case of
double linear prediction, the analyzed signals are hierarchized
correctly according to the predicted amount of noise. Also,
the range of SNR values from the least noisy to the noisiest
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signal is comparable for the long-term and double linear
predictive analyses. This would suggest that forward double
linear predictive analysis remains an option when real-time
analyses must be performed by means of causal operators.
This is however expected to be required in exceptional
situations only, because a small delay between the recording
and the output is acceptable in clinical applications of speech
analysis. Also, the length of the speech material that must be
analyzed is in most circumstances so short that it can be
temporarily stored in computer memory.

To conclude, backward and forward linear predictive
analysis of speech enables removing inflated prediction error
transients in the vicinity of phonetic boundaries, as well as
assessing vocal noise on the speech signal instead of the
short-term prediction error from which part of the vocal noise
has been omitted during the short-term predictive analysis
stage.
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Double
prediction

Long-term
prediction

Direction Signal

SNR (dB) SNR (dB)
Modal 25.7 19.5

Rough1 16.9 11.4

Rough2 13.9 8.0

Rough3 9.8 3.6

Bi-directional

Whisper 9.5 3.2

Modal 25.4 16.2

Rough1 16.8 10.3

Rough2 13.7 6.9

Rough3 9.6 2.7

Forward

Whisper 9.3 1.8

Table 1.

Figure 1 : From top to bottom : original signal, bi-directional
long-term prediction error (i.e. vocal noise), and forward
long-term prediction error corresponding to the segments [il]
of « il est sorti avant le jour », labelled « modal ».
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